NEW Externship Hosts Just Added 10/25/2017

Arts (Administration, Fashion Design, Interior Design, Theater)

# 1201 Managing Artistic Director Pegasus Theatre Project English '99

**Description:** Pegasus Theatre Project is the professional, resident theatre company of the West Windsor Arts Council. Our mission is to explore the human condition with imagination and integrity by staging intimate productions that are thought-provoking, evocative, and entertaining.

Externs will have the opportunity to observe the early rehearsal process of a play called Bakersfield Mist. Based on a true story, Bakersfield Mist tells the story of Maude, an unemployed bartender who lives in a trailer in Bakersfield, CA, comes to believe that a painting she purchased for $3 in a thrift store is a long-lost Jackson Pollock. When art appraiser, Lionel Percy, comes to her trailer to evaluate and authenticate the painting, the exchange quickly becomes a battle for power with a fiery debate about class, truth, and what we personally perceive has value.

During these early rehearsals, students may get to observe table work, character development, early blocking, and other less tangible aspects of the early rehearsal process.

**Special Requirements:** Students interested in acting, directing, producing, and/or arts administration or education.

# of day(s): 3 Week(s) of Jan 15 Housing Available? No

**NJ, Princeton Junction**
Caring for the world, one person at a time, inspires and unites the people of Johnson & Johnson. We embrace innovation—bringing ideas, products and services to life to advance the health and well-being of people around the world. We believe in collaboration, and that has led to breakthrough after breakthrough, from medical miracles that have changed lives, to the simple consumer products that make every day a little better. Our over 125,000 employees in 60 countries are united in a common mission: To help people everywhere live longer, healthier, happier lives.

At Johnson & Johnson, we believe in the value of strong working relationships with our suppliers. We expect all Johnson & Johnson suppliers to provide quality goods and services at a fair price. We believe in the importance of collaborative relationships to help us identify innovative new approaches that can help us build and grow our mutual businesses. Most of all, we expect all suppliers to behave ethically and to uphold Our Credo values.

The host is the Vice-President of Business Services which is part of Johnson & Johnson global Procurement. The team manages over $8 billion in spend supporting Corporate Services, HR Services, IT, and Fleet/Travel/Meetings. This Externship is a great opportunity for economics/finance students to explore a career opportunity in Procurement in the Pharmaceutical, Medical Devices, and Consumer industries. The Extern will gain exposure to procurement objectives including Supplier Diversity, Sustainability, and Innovation.

# of day(s): 5 Week(s) of Jan 1, Jan 8, Jan 15 Housing Available? No
Description: Host is a small animal veterinarian working in a 24 hour practice that provides general practice medicine appointments 6 days a week as well as emergency services 24 hours a day. We see appointments and emergencies, perform surgery, hospitalize patients, and occasionally have specialists come to our facility to assess patients.

Students will have the opportunity to observe the daily activities of a veterinary hospital. They will shadow a veterinarian either in general practice appointments or emergency medicine cases (or a combination) depending on the hospital's schedule. We see a range of cases from vaccines and wellness appointments, urgent care cases, and true emergencies. Students may be able to witness surgery if scheduling allows.

Special Requirements: Externship will include afternoon/evening and/or possible overnight shifts.

# of day(s): 3 Week(s) of Jan 8, Jan 15

Housing Available? No